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Have you ever been interested in finding the best and simplest way to get started on a path to

building more muscle, with an efficient training guide, that is easy to follow and guarantees

results?Maybe you have previously considered joining a gym and trying to build muscle before,

but have put off the idea, and you are keen to get started on your very own fitness journey.Or

you might have seen a friend, family member, or work colleague recently make significant

improvements and muscle gains in the gym. d Maybe it has motivated you to try and develop

your own training plan to build muscle. But maybe you don’t know where to start! That’s where

this book comes in.You might have tried to build muscle before or already have a gym

membership, but this time you are motivated to give it a real go, by learning the ins and outs of

building muscle, executing what you know and seeing results!Building Muscle for Beginners is

packed with all the essential content you need to build muscle, and it’s all broken down into a

simple and easy-to-follow manner that anyone can digest, no matter how much experience you

have had in the past!The content covered in this book will provide you with all of the tools you

need to start your own muscle-building journey, and make gains in a quick yet healthy manner.

You’ll impress your friends and family with your transformation, without putting your body at

unnecessary risk.There are plenty of books out there that promise to help you build muscle

and then suggest unrealistic training programs or questionable ways of getting results, but not

here! Building Muscle for Beginners is packed with real advice that is easy to implement into

your everyday routine, from weight-lifting, recovery, to eating right.Inside Building Muscle for

Beginners, discover:How to build muscle through an efficient and easy-to-follow strength-

training programThe foods you need to fuel your body with, and when you should be eatingThe

pros and cons of using supplements as part of your planThe importance of rest days and good

sleep for muscle growthDon’t wait a minute longer. Grab this book and begin your very own

fitness journey!
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email.Introduction“No man has the right to be an amateur in the matter of physical training. It is

a shame for a man to grow old without seeing the beauty and strength of which his body is

capable.” - Socrates.Who would have known that one of history’s greatest thinkers would have

the same kind of passion for physical training that he did for philosophy and contemplation?

You can’t deny that he has a very strong argument here. As human beings, our very existence

is a miracle in itself. Think of how many conceivable determinants needed to be satisfied in

order for you to get here - to be who you are right at this very moment. The sheer mathematics

of it is almost incomprehensible. It would be an awful waste of your life if you didn’t push

yourself to find out just how far you can go; to discover how much you can endure; to see how

much you can get done.If you’re someone who aspires to have a chiseled and muscular frame,

then that’s a good thing. There is nothing shallow or pretentious about you wanting to look

good and have a better build. Whenever someone tells you that it’s really shallow for you to

obsess over building your body, just tell them that you have Socrates on your side and that

man was far from being shallow. You understand this journey that you wish to embark upon. It’s



more than just trying to get bigger biceps or a more sculpted chest. It’s about what these

physical manifestations represent. It’s about the hard work and the commitment that you put

into getting what you want. By picking up this book, you prove to yourself and the world that

you have a curious soul and are eager to learn. You are showing that you aren’t afraid of going

after what you want. That’s always the first step to becoming a better person than you were

yesterday.Of course, having the motivation to do good and make something of yourself is not

enough. You also need the know-how and the proper game plan necessary to get you from

where you are now to where you want to be. That’s precisely what this book is going to help

you out with. Whenever you look at the world’s elite athletes and see their prime bodies that

look like the gods themselves have sculpted them, it can be very easy to become discouraged

and think that you would never be able to amount to that. However, you have to understand

that all of these elite athletes started out somewhere. In fact, a lot of them may have started out

in worse conditions than the current shape that you’re in right now. The only thing that

separates you from them is the amount of work that they’ve already put in. Fortunately for you,

there is still time left for you to do everything that it takes to get your desired body. This book

will help shed light on the art of bodybuilding and all of the science that goes into it. It’s

imperative that you gain a fundamental academic understanding of how your body works and

what you need to do to take care of it. This book will also go into detail into the roles of exercise

and nutrition and how you can use these tools to sculpt your dream physical form. Most

importantly, this book is going to present to you all of the basic knowledge that you need to

design your own path moving forward.At the end of the day, everyone’s bodies are all shaped

differently. This is why you must be able to develop a plan for yourself to make sure that it’s

tailor-fitted to your own personal needs and goals. Don’t worry. It’s not as complicated as it

seems. This book is going to help walk you through the entire process in a very structured and

purposeful manner, so you can avoid any misunderstandings about what to do in order for you

to achieve your goals.However, aside from talking about what this book is, it’s also important to

emphasize what this book isn’t going to be. First of all, this book isn’t going to do the work for

you. Just reading this book alone doesn’t guarantee that you’re automatically going to get the

body that you want. The most crucial step here is for you to apply your knowledge to your

everyday life to the best of your ability. This book will not serve as a magic pill that is a one-size-

fits-all solution to all of your problems. Understand that all human beings are different. The

training plan for an elite athlete is not always going to be effective for a novice or beginner.

However, what this book can do is provide you with enough knowledge and perspective to

understand the potential and limitations of your own body. It doesn’t matter whether you’re

overweight, differently-abled, or whatever. It doesn’t matter if you’re allergic to gluten or if you

have diabetes. All of the principles that will be presented in this book can still help you out in

your fitness journey.Benefits of Lean and Healthy Muscle BuildingTo provide you with more

incentive to pursue your goals of getting bigger, better-defined muscles, you should know that

the benefits of your hard work exceed mere aesthetics. It’s not just about how your body is

going to look on the outside. Sure, it can make you feel great to know that you look good. But a

lot of the benefits can also be found on the inside. Sure, if you ask many diehard bodybuilders,

they will tell you that they derive a lot of joy and fulfillment from being able to achieve their

goals. The fulfillment that you get is a benefit in itself, but it’s also so much more than that.

Sure, weight training is very much concerned with the actual building of a muscle, but there are

other physical benefits to strength training as well. This is a common misconception that many

have about people who look to build muscle.Here are just a few of the many ways in which

building muscle can lead to you having a better quality of life:Muscles Help Regulate Blood



Sugar LevelsMuscles in themselves don’t necessarily regulate the body’s blood sugar levels

per se. Rather, it’s the resistance training that is required for bodybuilding that helps regulate

the body’s blood sugar levels. In fact, many doctors recommend resistance or anaerobic

training for anyone who might have Type 2 Diabetes. This is because strength training helps

improve your body’s ability to process glucose and deliver it to the muscle, thus decreasing

your body’s blood sugar levels at any given moment.Muscles Help Control Body FatMuscles

are known to help control the body fat levels in your body because they increase your

metabolism. Metabolism is essentially the process of converting your body’s stored fat into

energy for movement and bodily functions. So, the more muscles you have, the more energy

that is required for your body to function. The more energy you burn, the more fat that you lose

as well. Bulking up isn’t just about getting sculpted. It’s also about getting rid of that stubborn

fat which is proven to be a leading cause for disease in many people.Muscles Give You More

Functional StrengthGetting bigger and stronger as a result of resistance training doesn’t just

mean that you get to lift heavier weights at the gym. All of this added strength and functionality

can apply to your everyday life as well. When you are a stronger person, life just generally

becomes easier for you. It won’t be a problem having to lift heavy boxes when you move. You

won’t have to worry about pulling yourself up onto something. The exercises that you do at the

gym translate to better efficiency in movement for everyday life. However, this might also mean

that your friends will be calling you first when they need help lifting something heavy.Muscles

Reduce the Risk of Cancer and Cardiovascular DiseaseEarlier, it was mentioned that muscles

help control the level of fat in your body. However, not all fats are created equal. There is such a

thing as visceral fat which can be very harmful to your health. Visceral fat is a kind of fat that

attaches itself on top of your major organs. All of this added fat can put unnecessary stress on

your organs and potentially cause them to malfunction. This means that your major organs like

your heart, liver, or kidneys can be compromised and cause some serious illnesses for you. On

top of that, visceral fat is also notorious for enabling the development of cancerous tissues. By

engaging in regular strength training, you are minimizing the likelihood of developing harmful

visceral fat.Muscles Strengthen Bones, Ligaments, and JointsHaving bigger and stronger

muscles will also help make you a more durable person overall. This is especially useful if

you’re an athlete who always likes to stay active. For example, if you are a long-distance

runner, you can still stand to benefit from doing some bodybuilding and strength training every

once in a while. Adding more muscle to your frame will help lessen the stress and impact on

your joints and bones. Imagine every single step that you take while running and the amount of

stress that can have on your knees. If you have stronger leg muscles, they can help take some

of the tension away from your joints by absorbing most of the impact.Muscle-Building Improves

Your Emotional and Mental HealthAgain, muscles in themselves might not necessarily be

primarily responsible for improving your mental and emotional health, but resistance training

can help support a healthier state of mind. Whenever you exercise, your brain triggers the

release of hormones called endorphins. These are also often referred to as the happy

hormones. They are responsible for making you feel like you’ve accomplished something and

they put you in a good mood. They are often described as being able to provide people with a

natural high.Muscles Lengthen Your LifespanLastly, having a lean mean fighting machine as a

body is also likely to lengthen your lifespan. For one, we’ve already talked about how you are

less likely to contract certain harmful diseases and illnesses if you have lower body fat and

higher muscle mass. That fact alone can really improve your chances of living a longer life.

However, having an improved state of mental and emotional health as a result of consistent

exercise can also help you live longer. This mental and emotional boost can help you relieve



stress, which is known to be one of the biggest killers in the medical world. With consistent

exercise, you are also effectively making yourself more invulnerable to stress.And there you

have it. Those are just some of the most important benefits that you can get from devoting

more time and effort to sculpting your body. Of course, by now, you’re probably raring to go, but

you’ve got to tone it down a little bit. Remember that you need a game plan first. You need to

take a structured and methodical approach to develop your physical fitness. The first step to

doing so is understanding how your body works and the science that goes into biomechanics,

metabolism, catabolism, and other concepts involved in muscle building.Thank you so much for

downloading my book. I would love to hear your thoughts so be sure to leave a review on

Ebook Tops. This will help many other people who are in the same situation as you find my

book. It would mean a lot to me.Click here to leave a Review:If that link does not work,
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Chuck Taylor, “Very thorough!. Great book that takes complex topics and makes them

understandable. I definitely recommend this book to anyone who wants to start strength

training or just desires more info on the topic.”

Terence, “Simple and helpful for beginners. I loved reading this book because it gets straight to

the points and flows smoothly from chapter to chapter. It’s a quick read, but I feel like it has

already changed my life with the fundamental knowledge that it provides.”

Paul, “For those who feel they don't fit-in at the Gym. I tend to steer away from most Workout

books and Fitness Program books because I always feel like they are aimed at people who

already love bodybuilding and already know what they are doing. But this book is different.It is

written for those of us who are not muscle-bound and just want to get fit and build some shape

without having to become "one of the boys"!He does a great job in the intro of explaining the

"whys" of gaining muscle and the health benefits it brings; and then goes through the

importance of good nutrition and rest and recovery times.He gives great explanations about

exactly what muscle building is and what you are actually trying to achieve within your body by

lifting weights. So many workout books just presume that you are really into bodybuilding and

know this stuff already.So if you want to start building some muscle and, like me, you don't

already know it all, this book is the perfect information guide as to what it is all about, and

where to start.This book is nicely done.”

LifeIsGood, “A thorough and very common-sense guide to muscle-building. Building Muscle for

Beginners is a thorough, no-nonsense guide to holistically creating muscle mass. No gimmics,

no tricks, just solid information. Everything is covered, from what muscle is (and what it does

and how it's built), to how to safely train. There is plenty of information on the sleep-muscle

connection and what you can do to make sure you are getting enough rest to build muscles.

Food—specifically the macros your muscles need—is talked about, as are foods that can stall

muscle growth. Even stress and it's effect on muscle is covered. A wonderful, informative guide

to anyone starting out.”

ChicoLit, “Good and very basic overview of nutrition and muscle build. As the title says, this

book is for absolute beginners. The information covers generally known and safe advice on

nutrition, calories and supplements. It provides a formula for figuring base metabolic rate, and

covers the importance of rest, warm-ups, balanced muscle groups and making routines

gradually more difficult and varied. Toward the end, the author offers an introductory set of

warm-up and muscle building routines. It could be a solid first read for someone without a

trainer and with little to no nutritional knowledge or athletic experience. The author is obviously

professional and the book is well-written, but I would have preferred that he summarize the

basic information on diet and how muscle growth occurs, and spend more time offering

exercises and routines. However, the title is clear that this is a book for the novice.”

Trish Allison, “great information about how muscles work. I love that this book includes



physiological information about how muscles operate. I'm definitely a beginner at this type of

exercise, but the older I get, the importance of building and retaining muscle mass becomes a

higher and higher priority. The fact that this book provides more information about how muscles

interact with the rest of your body and less information about actual muscle-building exercises

is perfect for me. But I can see how other people might feel deceived by the title.”

Alek, “Decent introduction to weight lifting. I liked the comprehensive approach to a big topic.

The author covers everything from nutrition to rest and recovery to the exercises themselves.

The author does a good job of covering progressive overload. I wish there were more

instructions for the actual exercises, with more images to support them, such as a book like,

Starting Strength. The last chapter is valuable, as it covers all the points from the book in a

concise and interesting way.”

SF, “Straightforward and to the point. Really enjoyed this book, lays down a good frame work to

start body building.”

The book by Baz Thompson has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 74 people have provided feedback.
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